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     Chapte r  1 

 INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS     

   SCOPE AND THEMES 

 South Asia, also known as the Indian Subcontinent, covers 4.5 million square 
kilometres and contains 109 of the world’s mountains that rise over 7,000 
metres ( Figure 1.1 ). This region is home to one-third of the world’s popula-
tion and encompasses several hundred local languages and dialects and is the 
site of the emergence of four major world religions and one of the four Old 
World Civilisations. It now accounts for a massive US$ 1.854 trillion of the 
world’s gross domestic product and is the source of a diaspora of some 30 mil-
lion people. Given the economic and political signifi cance of contemporary 
South Asia, it is no surprise that this vast geographical region has a matching 
richness within its archaeological and historical record. It is so vast and rich 
that it is correct to question whether it is even possible to present a volume 
which draws together such disparate topics as hunter-gathers   from western 
India, the major urban forms of the Indus Civilisation  , the Iron Age megaliths   
of Peninsular India   and the imperial ideology of the Mauryans. We believe 
that this is possible but also believe that in order to do so, it is important to 
present this information through the medium of a major narrative theme in 
order to structure our material. Rather than just pursuing a route of describing 
site sequences and moving from one chronological building block to another, 
encyclopaedically detailing all the diff erent cultures that have been identifi ed 
across the region or focusing on technical descriptions of pottery or stone 
tools in an attempt to defi ne archaeological cultures, we have chosen to take 
a site and regional-based themed approach structured within a distinct devel-
opmental framework.  

 Whilst fully conscious of the multiplicity of narratives, identities, approaches 
and paradigms present within contemporary South Asian archaeology, or 
rather archaeologies, our selected theme involves the direct comparison of 
South Asia’s two largely urban-focused developments, generally termed the 
Indus or Harappan civilisation and the Early Historic or Indo-Gangetic civi-
lisation. We will also undertake a detailed consideration of the people and 
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4 The Context

settlements belonging to the period between the two, which has frequently 
been presented and interpreted as a distinct cultural, political and social trans-
formation. We have chosen to do this for two main reasons. The fi rst is that 
there were many similarities in the internal sequences and cycles of both these 
developments and the time lapse between them has now been reduced to a 
matter of centuries. The second reason is that research now establishes clearly 
that the origins of both the Indus and the Early Historic urban-focused devel-
opments were much older and that both developed far more slowly than has 
often been presented in the past and, as such, have formed distinct traditions. 
Within this volume, we will also explore a range of diff erent theories about 
state formation   and social organisation in relation to South Asia, and then test 
them against a range of archaeological and, where appropriate, historical evi-
dence. This process will serve to demonstrate how much our understanding 

  Figure 1.1.       Map of South Asia showing modern nation states.  
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Introduction and Defi nitions 5

and perspectives have changed archaeological theory and fi eldwork in South 
Asia since Cambridge University Press’s foundation publication of Raymond 
and Bridget Allchin  ’s  The Rise of Civilization in India and Pakistan  in 1982 in the 
Cambridge World Archaeology series. 

 Whilst we will closely examine the dynamics of both of these urban-focused 
populations in turn and consider issues such as continuity and transformation, 
similarity and diff erence, it is also important to remember that few regions have 
ever existed in a vacuum. South Asia has always infl uenced and been infl u-
enced by its near neighbours and more distant trading partners. Recognising this 
perspective is critical for understanding questions of diff usion   and indigenous 
development   as these two fundamental issues of continuity and transformation 
dominate discussions of archaeological explanation in South Asian archaeology. 
By exploring the development, character and ultimate transformation of each 
of the two main urban-focused sequences in depth, we will present a range of 
past and current theoretical explanations. We will also demonstrate how these 
have infl uenced the development of past and contemporary archaeological and 
historical interpretations, which in turn have resulted in a number of endur-
ing social and political narratives. We would also stress that this volume is not 
focused solely on urban forms or urbanism   but on settlements and communities 
more broadly and their networks and connections. Although, of course, chapters 
and debates on the urban-focused development of the Indus and Early Historic 
societies receive considerable coverage. As such, we believe that the title of the 
volume refl ects its contents, which consider the archaeologies of urban devel-
opment and their spheres of infl uence as well as non-urban communities and 
non-urbanised regions and their populations between the Indus and Asoka  . 

 Traditional synthetic archaeological studies of South Asia have tended to 
either follow a chronological narrative introducing the main events and devel-
opments across the whole region, or present the developmental sequence of 
either the Indus or the Early Historic civilisations. Whilst some of these gen-
eral chronological or synthetic narratives provide invaluable sources of evi-
dence, such as Settar   and Korrisettar ( 2002 ) and Singh   ( 2008 ), they remain 
largely separate from theoretical concerns or explanations of change. Eltsov 
has recently contributed to this cohort of scholarship with a volume exploring 
concepts of the ancient South Asian city as gleaned from heavily edited textual 
sources but remains largely urban-focused and controversial in his application 
of later texts to the third millennium BCE (2008). Some of the works that 
have explored either the Indus or the Early Historic urban and rural sequences 
have provided innovative approaches for the analysis of those complex soci-
eties  , for example Shaff er  ’s ( 1992 ) concept of an ‘Indus Valley Tradition  ’ to 
which we return later. However, most have focused on either one tradition 
or the other, thus continuing the long-standing division between the Indus 
and Early Historic, for example Wright ( 2010 ), Sengupta and Chakraborty   
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( 2008 ), McIntosh ( 2002 ) and Kenoyer   ( 1998 ). This division can be broadly 
traced back to the later years of European colonial infl uence in South Asia and 
the impact of individuals such as Mortimer Wheeler ( 1950 ), Gordon Childe 
( 1934 ) and Stuart Piggott   ( 1950 ) with their claims that a distinct cultural, lin-
guistic and social transformation lay between the Indus Civilisation   and the 
Early Historic. This is not to suggest that this was purely a colonial concept as a 
number of post-Independence South Asian scholars also adopted and adapted 
it, including Dani ( 1967 ), Banerjee   ( 1965 ) and Lal ( 1955 ). Furthermore, some 
scholars have viewed the Indus through a prism infl uenced by the archaeol-
ogy of Mesopotamia  , such as Wright    2010 . As this volume considers merchant 
populations within the Arabian Sea   and Indo-Iranian Plateau, we also feel 
justifi ed in citing relevant comparative models and concepts associated with 
those regions and beyond if they help us advance our understanding of the 
sequences and processes under discussion (Trigger  2003 ). 

 Archaeological research in South Asia has of course moved far beyond these 
simplistic models, but the infl uence that such early interpretations of key sites 
and materials had on the development of archaeological explanation has been 
immense, and one which we will explore, along with other archaeological 
discussions and theories throughout this volume. Although elements of con-
tinuity between the two periods have been recognised by an increasing num-
ber of scholars (e.g. Agrawal    2007 ; Upadhyay  2008 ; Eltsov  2008 ; Coningham 
 1995a ; Shaff er  1993 ; Kenoyer  1991b ; Chakrabarti  1999 ), the techniques, the-
ories and methodologies for studying these two urban-focused developments 
have tended to remain separate  – as indeed do most of the archaeologists 
working on them. Indeed, one recent comparative study of South Asian cit-
ies from 2500 BCE until after the ninth century CE has even stated that 
their confi gurations appear to have been quite separate: “The Indus, Early 
Historic and Medieval urban phases were independent developments” (Smith 
 2006a : 130). It is not the intention of this volume to lionise the contributions 
of colonial scholars but to join other scholars in acknowledging that their 
theoretical and methodological infl uences are still distinctly traceable (Basant   
 2008 : 191); therefore addressing this artifi cial divide is one of the cornerstones 
of the present volume.  

  CHRONOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SPAN 

 Bridget and Raymond Allchin   presented three major synthetic texts to South 
Asian archaeologists;  The Birth of Indian Civilisation  (1968), which began with 
the Early Stone Age, continued through the Indus Civilisation   and terminated 
with the Iron Age and what the Allchins called the beginnings of history. 
In parallel,  The Rise of Civilisation in India and Pakistan  ( 1982 ) began with a 
discussion of hunter-gathers   and nomadic pastoralists  , moved through early 
sedentary, agricultural populations to the main focus of the book, the Indus 
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Civilisation. Finally, Raymond Allchin  ’s edited  The Archaeology of Early Historic 
South Asia  ( 1995a ) revisited the transitional end of the Indus Civilisation, and 
then concentrated on the emergence and regional development of the second 
urban period, concluding with the Mauryan Empire  . Sharing a similar title 
with Allchin  ’s edited volume, Gautam Sengupta   and Sharmi Chakraborty  ’s 
book contains a number of contributors who question the usage and very def-
inition of the term ‘Early Historic’ ( 2008 ). Dilip Chakrabarti  ’s text  India: An 
Archaeological History: Palaeolithic Beginnings to Early Historic Foundations  ( 1999 ) 
primarily covered the archaeology of the modern state of India from the 
Palaeolithic to AD 300, and Upinder Singh  ’s  A History of Ancient and Early 
Medieval India,  up to the twelfth century AD ( 2008 ). Our own text falls 
between these approaches; we aim to be less wide ranging chronologically 
than Chakrabarti   and Singh’s volumes, which allows us to look in greater detail 
at sites and issues, and we draw together the two main urban-focused South 
Asian developments which formed the subject of separate Allchin   volumes 
( Timeline 1.1 ).  

 The very term ‘South Asian’ as a description of people from the geograph-
ical region of South Asia is contested by some, and there is current debate 
surrounding the suitability of this term to describe people or groups of people 
who have originated from the countries of Bangladesh  , India  , Nepal  , Pakistan  , 
Sri Lanka   and associated states, or are descended from citizens of these places. 
To many, ‘South Asia’ is considered a colonial construct, a blanket term that 
oversimplifi es the geographical and cultural complexity of the region, and 
thus reduces the people so described to a uniform ethnicity. In place of ‘South 
Asian’, it has sometimes been proposed that people and groups of people are 
better referred to by their religion, such as Sikh, Muslim, Hindu or Buddhist. 
While there are clearly many issues with this (and other) suggested classifi ca-
tory and descriptive system, the main point here is that many of the archaeo-
logical and cultural terms that we use within South Asia have been developed 
externally and may not always be appropriate. In many cases, it is important to 
realise that forcing the fi t of such terms and names is not only inappropriate 
but may also have been a means of masking internal or indigenous activity. 
There are also a number of terms and related issues that are used commonly 
in South Asian archaeology, about which we need to make our own position 
and understanding clear. Notwithstanding these points, we will continue to 
use ‘South Asia/n’ as a geographically descriptive term, a form of shorthand, 
for the nation states outlined in  Chapter  2 . However, as we make clear in 
 Chapter 2 , this is not intended to mask diff erences, whether physical or cul-
tural, as these diff erences are integral to our understanding of the prehistory 
and early history in this region. Rather, it is intended as an overview term, 
which we feel is relatively free from ethnic, religious or other content whilst 
refl ecting the strong cultural and historical connections of this region and dis-
tinguishing it from West and South East Asia. 
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 South Asia today is a highly complex region with multiple religions, ideolo-
gies and belief systems, languages, ethnic groups and social identities, and this 
was also true in the past. As a result, we cannot off er a ‘one size fi ts all’ approach 
to understanding the past here because very diff erent processes were run-
ning at the same time in diff erent parts of the region. For example, when the 
fi rst iron-using farmers sailed from Peninsula India to Sri Lanka   they appear 
to have coexisted for a while alongside lithic tool-using hunter-gatherering 
populations, apparently bypassing Neolithic   and copper artefact-using phases. 
Rather than starting this volume by presenting the earliest evidence for 
human activity within South Asia, and moving chronologically through each 

  Timeline 1.1.       General timeline for the Indus Valley and Early Historic Traditions.  
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Introduction and Defi nitions 9

region, we will draw out core themes and processes and follow a comparative 
approach. For this reason, rather than beginning with early communities of 
hunter-gatherer-foragers  , we will begin by considering South Asia’s fi rst food 
producers and analysing their material culture, in order to both understand 
change and organisation within these populations, and to present them as the 
roots of increasing complexity and incipient urbanism  . We are also aware of the 
great contrasts between available data sets, primarily chronometric dates ranges 
and published sites, across South Asia. While it is clear that there are foci of 
excellence, such as the pioneering work of Siran Deraniyagala   ( 1992 ) explor-
ing microlithic   tool-using populations within the tropical rainforests of central 
Sri Lanka, comparative perspectives from elsewhere are not yet available. Until 
such data are more systematically investigated and approached across South 
Asia as a whole, it is unlikely to be systematically synthesised and presented. 
This situation is changing, as seen in publications such as those of Robin 
Dennell   ( 2009 ), Sheila Mishra   ( 1995 ; Mishra et al.  2013 ) and Ravi Korisettar   
and Mike Petraglia  ’s teams in the Deccan   ( 1999 ), so we may anticipate a greater 
degree of knowledge and information in the near future. 

 Similarly, the decision about where to fi nish the narratives within this vol-
ume was as diffi  cult as determining the starting point, and we debated whether 
we should end with the opening of the Gupta ‘Golden Age’ or the era of 
Kanishka   or possibly even as early as the movement of the Macedonians   into 
the far west of the South Asian region. However, we have chosen to end it with 
the reign of Asoka   (r. 269–232 BCE), the great Mauryan Emperor who had 
details of his life and ideology recorded in a variety of sources, including pri-
mary historical texts, and inscribed stone pillars and boulders. We have chosen 
this point to fi nish as we suggest that the Mauryan Empire   brought together 
for the fi rst time much of South Asia under a single hegemony, one which 
formed the basis of the state traditions which held sway for the next two mil-
lennia. Modern South Asia draws heavily on the time period covered in this 
book for many of its economic, social and cultural narratives, and these issues 
of identity and recognition will be discussed in our next chapters, where we 
consider the role of archaeology, identity and nationalism   within the modern 
nation states of South Asia. 

 Given the great range of people and cultural markers within a single coun-
try such as India  , Nepal   or Sri Lanka  , it is reasonable to ask how we consider 
it possible to explore the prehistory and early history of a number of countries 
over a six thousand year timescale. We argue that it is precisely because of this 
time depth that we can consider the countries of South Asia as a larger entity 
existing beyond modern geopolitical boundaries. By exploring the develop-
ment of the two major urban-focused traditions in this region, we are able to 
examine both similarities and diff erences across a wide range of environmen-
tal, social, ideological and cultural groupings. In  Chapter  2 , we will discuss 
the geographic boundaries which both unite and defi ne the modern states of 
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South Asia, and we will also situate the study region within its wider setting of 
the Indian Ocean and the Himalayan and Hindu Kush   mountain barriers. In 
so doing, we will ensure that modern geo-political boundaries do not artifi -
cially constrain our discussion. 

 Whilst there are a number of convincing geographical and cultural elements 
that make this region a coherent whole for the purposes of long-term study, 
there are of course many links with regions outside the immediate boundaries 
of study that can be elucidated through archaeological analysis. Historical and 
art historical sources inform us about contact with the Classical Mediterranean, 
the Red Sea   and the Near East  , Eurasia   and, of course, Achaemenid Persia   to 
the west. Indeed, we have accounts of Megasthenes  , the Seleucid Ambassador 
to the Mauryan court, and the later records of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims 
with records of contact with China   and Central Asia  , as well as South East 
Asia. However, in order to understand the nature and dynamics of such contact 
in earlier periods, we need to turn to archaeology, and we will explore these 
contacts in greater depth in relevant sections. For example, we will examine 
the evidence for the reported presence of Indus merchants and entrepots   in 
Mesopotamia  , northern Afghanistan   and along the Persian Gulf  , along with evi-
dence from Indus sites in South Asia indicating external contact in  Chapter 7 . 
The impact of South Asia itself on surrounding regions is also important, not 
only with respect to trade and exchange, but also in the spread of ideologies 
such as Hinduism   and Buddhism   to various parts of South-east and Central 
Asia. In turn, pilgrims from these areas to South Asia have also had impact on 
developments in the region (e.g. Bellina and Glover  2004 ; Indrawooth  2004 ).  

  KEY CONCEPTS AND THEIR ARCHAEOLOGICAL INDICATORS 

 There are many concepts in modern archaeology which are frequently used, 
although diff erent scholars may attach somewhat diff erent understandings as 
to their exact meanings and applications. For example, diff ering defi nitions of 
urbanism  in South Asia have hindered comparisons between the Indus and 
Early Historic Traditions and, as a result, we believe that it is important to pro-
vide defi nitive explanations of potentially controversial terms and concepts 
from the outset. This section will therefore present and consider a wide range 
of diff erent archaeological concepts relevant to our broader discussions, and 
off er defi nitions or outlines which will be of value to readers as well as helping 
to ensure that misunderstandings and misinterpretations do not arise. We will 
also draw on the defi nitions presented here to underpin current understanding 
(and misunderstandings) of the main chronological and cultural events within 
the region.  

 Many of the following terms and concepts are closely linked, and there 
is often a degree of overlap between defi nitions, but they are all part of our 
search for greater understanding of the origins of urban-focused communities 
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and their populations. We have also explicitly engaged with the concept and 
defi nition of ‘civilisation’ as it is frequently identifi ed as one of the fundamen-
tal questions to be addressed by archaeology (Gamble  2001 : 157), albeit one of 
the most debated and contested. Just as important as understanding the ori-
gins of any archaeological phenomenon, is an understanding of the dynamics 
and processes which carried that phenomenon forward giving rise to tangible 
evidence which we as archaeologists have recovered in the present. Indeed, 
understanding and explaining issues of cultural resilience and stability may also 
shed light on diff ering trajectories of adaptation. 

  Diff erentiation and Social Inequality 

 Exploring and recognising the advent and development of inequality within 
a cultural sequence is one of the fundamental questions and challenges that 
concerns archaeologists and ancient historians (Price and Feinman  2010 ). 
Concepts of diff erentiation and social inequality are closely tied to the emer-
gence of social and economic complexity itself, making it important to 
understand what we mean by these terms and processes. Traditionally, many 
archaeologists accepted a defi nition of a ‘simple’ society as one with few for-
mal layers of decision-making, whether these represent hierarchies of power 
or social and economic organisation (e.g. Renfrew and Bahn  2010 ; Stein  1994 ). 
For example, a group which belongs to the social anthropology category of 
‘band’ is frequently defi ned as having a small number of members, fewer than 
100; with an egalitarian approach to power, decision making and leadership; a 
subsistence strategy based on mobility with little, if any, emphasis on storage 
or the production of surplus (Service  1971 ). In direct contrast with this cat-
egory, a complex society is traditionally referred to as a state or civilisation and 
is frequently defi ned through its possession of a large population, often greater 
than 20,000 individuals; a clear hierarchy with many social classes or group-
ings; the production and redistribution of agricultural surplus which allows 
the maintenance of a large section of the population who are not engaged in 
food production; the presence of a centralised bureaucracy; the emergence of 
a shared religious ideology; and the creation of diff erentiated groups of spe-
cialised craft-workers (Childe  1950 ; Trigger  2003 ). We are also aware that such 
terms, including chiefdoms  , are continually interrogated, developed and rede-
veloped (Earle  1991 ; Stein   and Rothman  1994 ). Indeed, some scholars strongly 
question the uncritical usefulness of such categories, particularly band and 
chiefdom, and stress that we must acknowledge that even ‘archaic’ states fol-
lowed extremely diff erent trajectories (Yoff ee  2005 ). We must stress, however, 
that we wish to avoid the judgements which are frequently associated with the 
use of the terms ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ or ‘core’ and ‘periphery’, and that we 
are not judging lifeways in terms of sophistication and adaptation, or pursuing 
Eurocentric or Orientalist dichotomies of value. However, we do recognise 
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that we need terms which will allow us to consider, compare and contrast dif-
ferent forms of social organisation and transformation within our two major 
urban-focused traditions. 

 We will also refer to concepts of social inequality as an analytical approach, 
which enables us to begin to explore the diff ering social classes and groupings 
which began to emerge with increasing levels of social complexity (Chapman 
 2003 ). In less complex societies  , where every individual is involved in food pro-
duction and building domestic structures, every person may be expected to have 
more or less similar access to resources. However, in more complex societies, 
the emergence of specialised classes such as priests and offi  cials would alter this 
balance, as these smaller groups with specialist functions may have greater social 
infl uence or power and be privileged in their access to resources (Yoff ee  2005 ). 
Various archaeologists have applied these concepts to their interpretations of 
the archaeological record. For example, B. B. Lal   ( 1955  and  2003 ) suggested that 
the plan of the Indus city of Kalibangan   was designed to refl ect the social and 
spatial diff erentiation of its disparate population, and other scholars have sug-
gested that historic examples of such deliberate town planning   may be traced 
back to the work of treatises such as the  Arthashastra   , an Early Historic text 
which contained advice on the ‘ideal’ city, such as advocating the settlement of 
diff erent groups of people within diff erent parts of the city (Wheatley  1971 ).  

  Urban Form 

 As suggested earlier, the task of fi nding a single defi nition for urban form 
or state-level societies has eluded archaeologists for more than seventy years 
(Cowgill  2004 ). One of the earliest comprehensive defi nitions was proposed 
by Vere Gordon Childe   ( 1950 :  15), and the infl uence of Childe’s work is 
still clearly visible in almost all defi nitions and descriptions of ‘urban’ that 
have been developed since (Smith  2006a : 103).  Box 1.1  presents an outline 
and discussion of Childe’s urban trait list and although Childe’s work has 
been heavily criticised as descriptive rather than explanatory, it neverthe-
less off ered a number of key criteria which have allowed archaeologists to 
recognise urban sites as distinct from other forms (Gates  2003 :  3; Smith 
 2003 : 9). However, defi ning urban forms is considerably easier than defi n-
ing and modelling the processes which led to the development of urbanism   
and complexity, which remains an area of great debate. Various models and 
theories have been proposed to account for a move to complexity, usually 
arising from a study of one of the major Old World state-level societies, but 
are we right to look for one model with main driving factors to account 
for the development of all complex societies  ? Surely, the unique nature of 
each diff erent urban society or state-level society should be modelled in its 
own right, that is, if archaeologists themselves can agree on the defi nition of 
a state (Smith  2006b ). This lies at the heart of the comparative debate and, 
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indeed, at the heart of our own analysis and discussion of the development 
of urban-focused, complex societies in South Asia (Trigger  2003 ). In support 
of this approach, we will demonstrate in this volume the emergence of a 
number of alternative adaptations of urbanism within South Asia, including 
a form of low density urbanism   within the tropical dry zone of Sri Lanka   
at Anuradhapura   (Fletcher    2009 ; Coningham and Gunawardhana    2013 ). We 
also explore the nature of Indus urban forms, and consider arguments for 
classifying them as cities or towns, or whether alternative regional defi ni-
tions are valid, such as Dhavalikar  ’s suggestion that sites like Lothal   were 
actually fortifi ed trading factories and not urban forms ( 1995 ). It should 
also be noted that whilst urban forms usually stand at the peak of a num-
ber of settlement tiers, it is not always the case that the largest settlement 
is the most important. Evidence for alternative explanations, such as heter-
archy  , whereby “a system in which elements are unranked relative to one 
another or ranked in a variety of ways depending on conditions” (Crumley   
 1995 : 30) should also be considered. Put more simply by Yoff ee   as “the exist-
ence of many hierarchies in the same society” ( 2005 : 178), such patterns have 
been identifi ed within the hinterland of Early Historic Anuradhapura in Sri 
Lanka where the settlements surrounding the royal city core were either 
secular or religious and thus formed two separate hierarchies (Coningham 
and Gunawardhana  2013 ). It is possible that similar heterarchies may have 
been present in other parts of South Asia at diff erent times. We should 
also recognise that the process of urbanisation   aff ects both city popula-
tions and those people living in the hinterland, as Yoff ee   has observed: “the 
social evolutionary trend that we normally call “urbanization” has often 
an equally important counterpart:  “ruralisation  ”” ( 2005 :  60). Finally, we 
should acknowledge the phenomenon of ‘city-states  ’, refl ecting the hegem-
ony which may emanate from such urban forms. A number of comparative 
studies have defi ned them as “small, territorially based, politically independ-
ent state systems, characterised by a capital city or town, with an econom-
ically and socially integrated adjacent hinterland. . . . City-states frequently, 
but not inevitably, occur in groups of fairly evenly spaced units of approxi-
mately equivalent size” (Nichols and Charlton  1997 :  1). Moreover, it has 
been recognised that such early urban forms were arenas: “the earliest states 
are mostly city-states, the scene of new struggles for power and authority, 
the battlegrounds for independence and dominion.” (Yoff ee  1997 : 263). 

  Box 1.1.      Childe and Urban Forms  

 Professor Vere Gordon Childe   (1892–1957) was one of the most infl u-
ential archaeologists of the early twentieth century, perhaps best known 
for his descriptions of two of the most signifi cant human transitions to 
have occurred in prehistory – the ‘Neolithic Revolution  ’ and the ‘Urban 

(continued)
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Revolution’   ( 1936 ). The fi rst involved the domestication of plants and ani-
mals, and the fundamental changes that this brought to human populations 
who had lived entirely through hunting-gathering-foraging until then, and 
the second involved the emergence of urbanised, state-level civilisations. 
Whilst we may not necessarily adopt Childe’s terminology or approach, 
most archaeologists today would agree that these are major transformations 
worthy of engagement (Gamble  2001 , Kintigh et al.  2014 : 880, Zeder  2006 ) 
and that Childe’s impact on succeeding studies has been immense. In view 
of the coverage of this volume, it makes sense to consider Childe’s contribu-
tion to defi nitions of the urban form. 

 Gordon Childe’s ‘Urban Revolution’   theory was developed between 
the 1930s and 1950s and followed on in many ways from his ‘Neolithic 
Revolution  ’ (1936 and 1950). He proposed that the same region that pro-
duced the fi rst farmers, Mesopotamia  ’s Fertile Crescent, was also the loca-
tion where the fi rst urbanised societies emerged. Indeed, he identifi ed this 
area as the birthplace of civilisation. Just as Childe’s model for the domes-
tication of plants and animals was based on environmental changes, so his 
model of urbanisation   was based on the ability of farmers to produce agri-
cultural surplus. Manipulation of the land, particularly through irrigation   
and the diversifi cation of farming strategies, meant that food could be pro-
duced, stored and redistributed, allowing the support of non-food produ-
cing sectors of the population and their activities. This, Childe argued, was 
one of the key factors which facilitated the transition to urbanisation along 
with the emergence of a class of specialist craft-workers, in particular those 
involved in metallurgy, which he saw as a key element in the emergence of 
social stratifi cation. From this base, Childe developed a list of traits which 
he believed were essential for an urban society, and it is easy to see from the 
list how Childe envisaged the development of this type of complex organ-
isation. Childe’s ten major traits were (Childe  1950 : 15–16): 

•   large urban centres  
•   craft workers, merchants, offi  cials, priests (supported by an agricultural 

surplus)  
•   the production of agricultural surpluses expressly for a (divine or 

secular) ruler  
•   monumental architecture    
•   ruling class not participating in food or other production  
•   recording systems (both written and numeric)  
•   exact practical and predictive sciences  
•   realistic art  
•   evidence for regular long-distance trade    
•   social organisation based on residence rather than kinship.   
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 Childe’s list was never universally accepted, and early critics of his work 
pointed out that it was descriptive and added little to an understanding 
of processes or changes involved; that script was not a necessary trait; and 
perhaps most concerning, that the list was overwhelmingly based on know-
ledge of early states in the Near East   and Egypt  . Despite focusing on these 
well-known examples, the utility of his list has even been questioned with 
respect to the urban nature of Old and Middle Kingdom Egypt although 
Trigger   has noted that some scholars have disputed the urban status of Egypt 
and also the Maya, suggesting that they lacked ‘real’ cities according to a 
strict defi nition but also recorded that “yet no anthropologist was prepared 
on that account to deny these two particular literate societies the status of 
civilizations” (Trigger  2003 :  44). Childe  ’s emphasis on the need for craft 
specialisation   has also been criticised with a number of researchers dem-
onstrating that Chiefdoms, or less complex, more egalitarian societies, also 
have clear archaeological evidence for craft specialisation and production 
(Earle  1991 ). These examples illustrate the problems which archaeologists 
encounter when trying to fi t evidence into monothetic models of social 
organisation and change, and also touch on some of the challenges that arise 
when a simplistic equation between people and material culture is made. 
However, Childe   was without doubt a pioneer in the comparative study of 
state-level societies and complexity, and many later researchers, including 
those working in South Asia (Sengupta and Chakraborty  2008 ; Chakrabarti 
 1995 ; Smith  2006a ), owe an immense debt to his early work.   

  Craft Specialisation 

 Humans create and modify objects for a whole range of purposes from the 
strictly utilitarian to the highly symbolic and, as archaeologists; these objects 
are often our only means of reconstructing aspects of past human activities 
and intentions (Brumfi el and Earle  1987 ; Sinopoli    1991 ). Craft specialisation   is 
the focus of individuals, or of individual communities, on a single type of craft 
or material, rather than engagement with a whole range of craft activity. The 
production of tools and the production of ceramic vessels are two of the most 
ubiquitous craft categories, found on a wide range of sites in most parts of the 
world and from many periods. Specialisation can occur with the selection of 
certain types of materials, the production of certain standardised shapes and 
forms, and the application of certain decorations or embellishments; and the 
greater the degree of specialisation, the greater the skill required (Hurcombe 
 2007 ). Rarity also plays an important role in craft specialisation   with regard 
to both skills and material, and these elements are likely to increase the value 
of an artefact. Control of materials and craft production also allows the con-
trol of wealth and authority, and it is probable that limiting access to rare craft 
goods and the control of production within early populations contributed to 
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increasing diff erentiation and social complexity (Trigger  2003 ; Yoff ee  2005 ). 
We will return to issues of craft production and specialisation again in this 
volume in relation to the Regionalisation and Integration Eras of the Indus, 
the Localisation Era   of the Indus and the Early Historic urban developments.  

  Indo-Aryan/Indo-European 

 The Indo-Aryan   or Indo-European   debate is one that continues to be current 
within South Asian archaeology despite an absence of convincing evidence to 
support the mass movement of a group of people into the region during the 
second or fi rst (or third) millennium BCE (Thapar    2006a ). At relevant points 
throughout this volume, we shall also consider the evidence for major dis-
continuities in the archaeological record, but hold that there are few (if any) 
ways of linking the prehistoric or protohistoric material culture record to a 
specifi c linguistic group. The linguistic evidence, however, indisputably defi nes 
the existence of a broad language family which covers a vast geographical area 
from western Europe across to South Asia (Renfrew  1987 ). This language fam-
ily, known as Indo-European or Indo-Aryan, includes modern English, Urdu 
and Sinhalese  , as well as ritual languages like Sanskrit   and extinct languages like 
Latin. The term Aryan or  Arya  is derived from Sanskrit and refers to a people 
as ‘the Noble’ and was used by people who identifi ed themselves as Aryans   in 
early Vedic hymns to diff erentiate themselves from another people known as 
 Dasyu  or  Dasa  – a phrase which later was used to refer to attendants or slaves. 
From the middle of the twentieth century onwards, many linguists, historians 
and archaeologists suggested that the  Dasas    inhabited the cities of the Indus 
and that they were defeated by the warlike Aryans from Central Asia  , who later 
established the ‘Indo-Gangetic Civilisation’ (Thapar  2006a ). In contrast, many 
Indian scholars have argued for continuity, claiming that the Indus Civilisation   
was already Aryan in character and that attempts to defi ne Aryans as outsiders 
were part of a colonial policy of alienation of the South Asian past from its 
inhabitants at the time of contact (Sharma  2010 ). Aryan was also the term used 
by speakers of Old Persian to describe themselves, and the name of the mod-
ern nation state of ‘Iran  ’ is derived from ‘ Ariana ’ or ‘ Aryanam ’ meaning ‘land 
of the Aryans’ (Trautmann  1997 : 13). Inextricably linked to racial justifi cation 
and activity in twentieth-century Europe, we will not use it as a descriptive 
term when referring to language groups and their analyses, preferring the term 
Indo-European. We do recognise, however, that many South Asian scholars 
continue to use the term, for example, B. B. Lal   recently referred to ‘Vedic 
Aryans’ and utilised fl oral and faunal evidence in an attempt to locate their 
homeland within South Asia ( 2005 ), whilst N. C. Beohar ( 2010 : 61) suggested 
that “Unarmed peace-loving ancients of the Indus Valley Civilization might 
have found themselves to be an easy victim before the more sophisticated 
warrior Aryans. Therefore this might be the much more plausible cause of the 
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destruction of the Indus Valley Civilization”. We hope that as the various argu-
ments and claims surrounding the presence and actions of ‘Indo-Aryans’ are 
challenged and explored through careful analysis of archaeological material, 
the time will soon come when there is an end to ‘Indo-Aryans’ being pro-
duced as a reality in order to easily satisfy particular archaeological questions.  

  Complexity 

 As noted earlier, complex societies   are those considered to demonstrate 
a marked degree of inequality or hierarchy within their social organisa-
tion (Chapman  2003 ). Matthews has off ered a discussion of complexity in 
Mesopotamia   ( 2003 ), and has drawn out a number of areas which can be 
identifi ed within the archaeological record that may confi rm the presence of 
social complexity. These include some elements of monumental architecture   
and prestige items, selectively placed and recovered; a tiered settlement hier-
archy  ; evidence of distinct craft specialisation   as well as the means to produce 
and store surplus; a distinct ideology presented by temples or similar buildings, 
and “cultic paraphernalia” (Matthews  2003 :  96). Thus far, there are distinct 
similarities with Childe  ’s early urban trait list (see  Box 1.1 ) but Matthews has 
also provided the need for evidence of the development, expansion and fi nally 
demise of complexity. At the core of this defi nition of complexity is the con-
cept of representing the contribution of many connected parts and, of course, 
as archaeologists we are interested in changes in complexity, both as it increases 
and decreases or simplifi es. Matthews’ list therefore off ers a way to begin an 
exploration of complex societies (although it is by no means exhaustive), and 
also gives us a framework from which to begin comparing our two major 
urban developments. We will return to elements on this list as we examine 
the development, expansion and transformation of complexity in South Asia 
as well as consider the impact of scholars like Chapman ( 2003 ), Yoff ee   ( 2005 ), 
and Price and Feinman ( 2010 ). When we consider change and causes of change 
we wish to avoid settling into, or relying on, monocausal explanations or those 
explanations that require evidence to take certain forms. 

 Alongside the emergence of complexity, the emergence of a dominant 
ideology is also a common feature and we will examine the evidence for 
this development in both Indus and Early Historic cityscapes and landscapes. 
While the acknowledgement of the presence of a single ideology of author-
ity throughout the Indus is still contested by scholars, the spread and eventual 
imperialisation of Buddhism   during the Early Historic period  , for example, 
resulted in the emergence of a broadly shared common cosmography shared 
throughout the region. This pattern appears to match closely to the scenarios 
described by Colin Renfrew and John Cherry in the process that they called 
Peer Polity Interaction   ( 1986 ). In this model, Renfrew suggested that it was 
possible to recognise “in a given region several autonomous political centres 
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which, initially at least, are not brought within a single, unifi ed jurisdiction” 
(Renfrew  1986 : 1). Noting that they frequently shared similar political institu-
tions, weights and measures  , recording and “essentially the same structure of 
religious beliefs” ( ibid .: 2), he suggested that they formed Early State Modules   
(ESMs) which were brought closer together (even unifi ed) through a pro-
cess of “competition (including warfare  ), and competitive emulation; sym-
bolic entrainment, and the transition of innovations; and increased fl ow in 
the exchange of goods” ( ibid .: 8). Readapted in part by subsequent studies of 
the city-state (Yoff ee  1997 ), Norman Yoff ee has referred to the development 
of territorially small “city-states   (or micro-states)” which emerge sharing a 
civilisation or “social order and set of shared values” ( 2005 : 17). However an 
attractive fi t, it is important to refl ect on the presence of examples of com-
plexity reached through models of alternative means. For example, Jenne-jeno 
in the inland Niger Delta has been identifi ed as a large-scale urban cluster 
of more than eighty hectares with “aggregation, population growth, increas-
ing scale, and specialisation” but not with the normative traits of “subsistence 
intensifi cation, highly visible ranking or stratifi cation, [or] imposing public 
monuments” (McIntosh and McIntosh  2003 : 104). The result of a clustering 
of manufacturing and exchange specialists for a larger market, and for stabil-
ity and safety, the McIntoshs suggested that the clustered spatial organisation 
allowed those specialists to retain a physical distinctiveness. In this way, com-
plexity and urbanism   were achieved, but through a very diff erent pathway 
driven by mercantile activities.  

  Collapse   and Transformation 

 What happened to the people who inhabited the urban forms and cities of the 
Indus Valley in South Asia after circa 1900 BCE? Studies of the archaeological 
record of this period point strongly to the demise of Indus state-level societies 
and the contraction of many of its urban and rural sites. However, there was 
no single shared trajectory of change which may be applied across the region 
deemed to be Indus or Harappan in nature on the basis of material culture. Just 
as there were many diff erences in the ‘Mature Period’ or Integrated Era of the 
civilisation, there were also many diff erences in the organisation and structure 
of sites and areas in the period following circa 1900 BCE. Traditionally, early 
scholars considered this period a distinct transformation, when the urban cul-
ture rapidly dispersed and disappeared and was replaced by a social, economic 
and cultural vacuum (Wheeler  1959 : 114). More recent explorations of sites 
assigned to the period between the ‘end’ of the Indus and the ‘beginning’ of 
the Early Historic, however, have greatly altered our understanding (Sengupta 
and Chakraborty  2008 ; Shaff er  1993 ; Coningham  1995a ; Coningham and Ali 
 2007a ; Young  2003 ). We can now observe that while there were signifi cant 
changes and transformations in social and economic organisation during the 
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500 years or so between, there was also a great deal of continuity. It is precisely 
this continuity and the need for further understanding of the links between 
the two urban-focused developments that has encouraged us to take a com-
parative approach to the archaeologies of South Asia, and the concept of this 
apparent discontinuity is still acknowledged by a number of contemporary 
scholars (Chattopadhyaya  2008 : 8). 

 What actually constitutes the collapse   or transformation of an urban, 
state-level society? Discussions of the collapse and transformation of the Indus 
cities and settlements have focused on the loss of markers such as monumen-
tal architecture   and large urban settlements, or long-distance trade   and highly 
developed, specialised craft industries, and there is certainly evidence that the 
urban way of life, well established by circa 1900 BCE changed distinctly in 
form (Kenoyer  1998 ; Agrawal    2007 ; Wright  2010 ). At some sites, this trans-
formation appeared to have occurred quickly, even dramatically, but at others 
the change was more gradual, and many aspects of the former, urban Indus 
organisation remained over a number of years. This concept of collapse and 
transformation as a rapid and all-encompassing change is of course closely 
linked to that of a major social transformation between the two urban-focused 
developments. However, if it can be shown that there was a high degree of 
continuity between the two, then it becomes necessary to re-evaluate evi-
dence for the collapse of the Indus, and off er new interpretations in light of 
the much longer time frame that archaeologists such as Shaff er   have proposed 
( 1992 ). According to early pioneers of archaeology, the demise of the Indus 
Civilisation   was at least in part the result of incoming Aryan invaders from 
the north-west and this invasion was followed by a period of social decline so 
rapid and complete that it warranted the term ‘Dark Age’ (Wheeler  1968 : 132). 
However, Wheeler was also later adamant that having a single cause for the 
collapse of a civilisation was highly unlikely, and that archaeologists needed 
to embrace multiple causes, which is now the accepted approach in the ana-
lysis of the causes of both complexity and collapse. Elsewhere, scholars have 
attempted to codify collapse as the outcome of increasingly ‘marginal returns’ 
for extended societal complexity (Tainter  1988 ;  2006 ), in other simpler words, 
“the center is no longer able to secure resources from the periphery, usually 
having lost the ‘legitimacy’ through which it could ‘disembed’ goods and ser-
vices. . . . The process of collapse entails the dissolution of those centralized 
institutions that had facilitated the transmission” (Yoff ee  2005 :  139). In this 
volume, we will explore the ways in which the explanatory debate has shifted 
from monocausal to polycausal and from invasion to environmental catas-
trophe, and on to human agency – and consider the alternative explanations 
for the transformations which occurred. As will be noted in  Chapter 7 , some 
scholars still refer to the disappearance of the Indus cities in this way, with Kohl   
describing it as “an ‘eclipse in the East’ in terms of overall collapse in urbanism   
and social complexity” ( 2007 : 215).   
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  NOMENCLATURE AND TERMINOLOGIES 

 The purpose of this section is to establish a number of key defi nitions for the 
terminologies and chronologies used in this book, so that readers are aware of 
how and why we use particular terms and phrases, and the basis for our dating 
of sites and events across South Asia. Although it might seem self-evident, we 
believe that it is worth stating that language is not only very powerful, but is 
also evolving and changing. Terms become fashionable or unfashionable and 
they can take on positive or negative meanings of their own, often largely 
dependent on context. A good example of this can be found in discussions 
of neo-evolutionary language associated with the development of complex 
or state-level societies (see e.g. Chapman  2003 ; Yoff ee  2005 ). As we shall see 
in  Chapter  3 , the British antiquarian movement and early British archaeo-
logical activity had a great infl uence on the practice of archaeology in South 
Asia, therefore it is not really surprising that British and European terms and 
concepts were imported to describe and explain South Asian material culture 
and cultural developments, although many of these early models are no longer 
credible. An example of this is the ways in which chronologies and time in 
South Asia have been dealt with by colonial archaeologists, and then later 
challenged by South Asian archaeologists after Independence. The standard 
European ‘Three Age’ system of dividing prehistory into progressive chrono-
logical sequences based on materials (i.e. stone, bronze, iron) was enthusiastic-
ally adopted by early archaeologists such as Robert Bruce Foote   (Pappu  2008 ), 
Wheeler ( 1948 ), Piggott ( 1950 ), and Gordon ( 1960 ) for application across 
South Asia. Of course, the Three Age system has since been challenged across 
the globe and South Asia is no exception – the presence of microlithic   stone 
tools alongside evidence for settlements, domestication, and other craft work-
ing at numerous sites shows how diffi  cult it is to categorise past human activity 
according to a very narrow material culture defi nition ( Box 1.2 ). Challenges 
to the European understanding of time have come from a number of scholars, 
with analyses of the ways in which precolonial Indian time has been under-
stood as cyclic, unchanging and ahistoric and European time has been under-
stood as linear and progressive (Sen  2002 :  349; Thapar  2002 :  27–28). New 
analyses of Early Historic texts has allowed the argument that ‘traditional’ 
time was (and is) both cyclic and linear. These types of challenges to pervasive 
Colonial scholarship and interpretation are very important for highlighting 
the layers and nuances of South Asian prehistory and early history. 

  Box 1.2.      What Are Microliths?  

 Microliths  , literally small stone tools, are frequently characterised as tools 
which generally measure less than fi ve centimetres long. In South Asia, 
some of the most common materials used for microlith manufacture were 
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chert  , chalcedony  , crystal, jasper   and agate  , and the range of tool types 
includes what Dilip Chakrabarti   has termed “pigmy versions of the upper 
Palaeolithic types, such as points, scrapers, burins, awls etc.” ( 1999 : 91)  as 
well as new types such as crescent shaped tools and geometric microliths. 
The availability of raw materials varied according to region, but most stone 
is thought to have been gathered from river gravels or even quarries, and 
transported over long distances. The recovery of stone tools from areas lack-
ing natural resources strongly suggests that some form of trade or exchange 
network was in place at this time and that the value of particular types of 
stone was both well known and shared. The important issue is that we can 
observe the clear development of a new set of stone tools, in general much 
smaller than the Upper Palaeolithic tool set, although the continuation of 
the styles and types strongly suggests continuation across what we now per-
ceive of as a major cultural boundary, and which is now also supported by 
stratigraphic relationships from a number of sites. 

 Tools that are smaller than fi ve centimetres in size are small indeed; try 
holding a piece of paper that measures fi ve centimetres in your hand and 
think about how you would use it as a tool – you will probably conclude 
that it would be very diffi  cult to use on its own. It might perhaps be used as 
a small scraper or similar, but the general consensus is that microliths were 
almost certainly hafted in numbers into bone or wood, and used as arrow-
heads, spears or perhaps sickles for harvesting. 

 One of the best-known Mesolithic   sites in India is Bagor   in Rajasthan  , 
where three occupational levels or periods have been identifi ed and dated 
as: Period I circa 5000–2800 BCE (Mesolithic); Period II circa 2800–600 
BCE (‘Chalcolithic’); Period III circa 600–200 BCE (Iron) (Kennedy 
 2000 :  210–211; Singh  2008 :  87). Microliths   were recovered from both 
Periods I and II. The occupation evidence uncovered included stone paved 
house fl oors and other possible circular stone structures, and some paved 
places where large numbers of animal bones were found were thought to 
be slaughter or butchering areas. Wild animals such as wild cattle  , deer, jack-
als, turtles and monitor lizards have been identifi ed, as well as bones from 
domesticated species such as cattle, sheep   and goat   from Mesolithic layers. 
Querns and rubbing stones have also been recovered from the early layers 
and indicate the processing of food plants. The presence of structures with 
paved fl oors, as well as domesticated animals, and possibly even pottery from 
Mesolithic layers raises many interesting questions about the lifeways of the 
people at Bagor. 

 Kennedy   has argued that the presence of copper tools  , handmade pottery 
and three human burials   in Period II “Strongly suggest the communication 
of the hunting-gathering Bagorians with early agricultural peoples of the 
region” ( 2000 : 211). Rather than the simple equation of Mesolithic people 
equalling mobile hunter-gatherer-fi sher lifeways, it is therefore clear that 

(continued)
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not only was there considerable investment in building domestic structures 
at some sites and evidence for animal husbandry   (as at Bagor  ), but also that 
mobile strategies would have continued at other sites and periods alongside 
settled even urban societies (see for example Rafi que Mughal  ’s work in 
Cholistan   discussed in  Chapters 5  and  6 ). Although often useful for archae-
ologists to broadly categorise periods according to dominant subsistence 
strategies and lifeways, this often masks the great variability and fl uidity that 
the archaeological record indicates for much of South Asia.  

 Another example of the way in which traditional, European archaeo-
logical classifi cation, description, analysis and ultimately interpretation are 
neither useful nor appropriate within South Asia is centred on the life-
ways of hunter-gatherer-foragers  . There was demonstrably a great diver-
sity of population and communities present within the Indus or Harappan 
civilisation, traditionally characterised as urban-focused and literate with a 
uniform material culture spread over an area of almost 3,133,886 square kil-
ometres (Wright  2010 ). The nature of many early fi nds and their compari-
son with Mesopotamian material culture placed the whole discovery fi rmly 
within the category of Old World Civilisation (Marshall  1931a : Wheeler 
 1953 ), and that is how the civilisation is still presented in much of popu-
lar culture and some academic writing today (Kenoyer  1994 ). However, it 
is becoming increasingly clear that the Indus cities closely interacted with 
sizable populations reliant on technology that would traditionally be asso-
ciated with ‘Neolithic  ’ or even ‘Mesolithic  ’ lifeways (Mughal  1997 ; Possehl 
 1979 ). At the site of Bagor   in Rajasthan  , for example, we can see this duality 
in the archaeological remains, where characteristically Indus artefacts, such 
as bronze   fi shing hooks and drilled carnelian   beads  , have been recovered 
alongside microlithic   tool assemblages. Langhnaj   appears to mark a simi-
lar site as it yielded burials  , a copper knife and microlithic tools (Wright 
 2010 : 175). In order to articulate these populations with those of the cities, 
M.  K. Dhavalikar   ( 1995 ) has suggested that the inhabitants of such sites 
may have co-ordinated the collection of nodules of semi-precious stones 
and exchanged these at sophisticated processing centres, such as Kuntasi   or 
Lothal  , and Possehl   ( 2002a ,  2002b ) and Morrison   ( 2006 ) have both stressed 
the potential of such symbiotic exchanges. 

 A further example is the impact of the appearance of iron within the 
sequences of sites across South Asia. Across Europe, early archaeologists 
assumed a major social and economic transformation to have accompanied 
this innovation. However, in South Asia, iron working   appeared within the 
sequence at the site of Pirak   in Baluchistan   where it was not accompanied by 
other fundamental changes in material culture. Indeed, this new metal tech-
nology was practiced immediately adjacent to the already established copper 
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and bone-working areas (Jarrige and Santoni  1979 ). A  further example is 
provided by the transition from the production and use of only stone tools 
(‘Mesolithic  ’) to the production and use of iron (‘Iron Age’) in Sri Lanka  . 
Unlike the sequences across the Palk Straits   in South India  , where it is possible 
to trace a series of cultural transformations from a ‘Neolithic  ’ to a phase of 
using copper tools   and then to an ‘Iron Age’, Sri Lanka’s sequence appears to 
have shifted from an established ‘Mesolithic’ to the abrupt appearance of iron 
tools and associated ceramic types at the beginning of the fi rst millennium BC 
(Deraniyagala  1992 ,  1990 ). Finally, it is worth noting the diffi  culty of using the 
term ‘Bronze Age’ to refer to the Indus Civilisation   and ‘Chalcolithic  ’ to dis-
cuss some of the contemporary and later farming communities in the Deccan   
and Peninsular India  . This is because although copper and bronze objects were 
utilised in both regions and during both phases, stone tools were also utilised 
and appear to have retained an important position. For this reason, we shall 
refer to both the Indus Civilisation and the later farming communities of 
the Deccan and Peninsular India as ‘Chalcolithic’. This list is by no means 
exhaustive, and there are many other examples which demonstrate that South 
Asian cultures and people did not always adopt or select linear progressions in 
technological and social change. 

 This complex picture suggests that models derived from Europe may not 
always be applicable to the diversity of South Asia, parts of which did not 
become ‘historic’ until recent times. This is not to advocate the presence of 
residual Pleistocene populations as some scholars have attempted to do based 
on comparisons of modern distributions of tribal languages with scatters of 
microlithic   tools (Parpola  1994 ). Nor should it be suggested that such commu-
nities may be viewed as conservative or unchanging; rather that some groups 
of people have made choices to exploit the lucrative resources of forest and 
jungle and, like the Veddas of Sri Lanka  , such groups have often been in con-
tact with literate, state-level populations for centuries (Fox  1969 ). This inability 
to categorise archaeological sequences on the basis of monothetic classifi ca-
tory schemes is a theme to which we will return.  

  CHRONOLOGIES IN SOUTH ASIA 

 Chronologies and dating, two of the pivotal axes of archaeological analysis 
and interpretation, are also far from straightforward in South Asia, and we 
will examine the impact of early historical geography on the development of 
relative chronologies and the way they became entrenched in archaeological 
practice. Clearly this position owes much to the personalities and interests of 
the infl uential early British antiquarians such as Cunningham   and Prinsep  , as 
discussed in more detail in the  following chapter . Radiocarbon date estimates 
have been exploited by archaeologists with increasing frequency in many parts 
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of the world throughout the second half of the twentieth century, and samples 
suitable for processing are now routinely collected. We will look at scientifi c 
dating across the diff erent regions of South Asia and discuss the dearth of radi-
ocarbon dates from archaeologically crucial periods, such as that between the 
two major urban-focused developments. As discussed earlier, this period has 
often been designated a transformation, and we suggest that this commonly 
accepted concept (and others, such as diff usion  ) is in many ways the product 
of lack of research, archaeological visibility and poor relative and scientifi c dat-
ing. This problem is illustrated very clearly when we examine the Indus cities, 
where despite nearly 150 years of archaeological exploration and research on 
various sites by numerous archaeological teams, there is still no absolute agree-
ment about dates, and even within a single key site such as Harappa  , there 
remain gaps in the radiocarbon chronologies (Kenoyer  1997a ). Despite this, 
Kenoyer   has correctly described Harappa as one of the most important sources 
of information about the whole Indus Civilisation   and it has been the focus of 
numerous collaborative research projects. 

 The point we wish to make here is that although scientifi c dates for spe-
cifi c sites and diff erent cultures in South Asia do exist, they often stand in 
isolation, and even when dealing with one of the most studied sites in South 
Asia, there are gaps and uncertainties. While Kenoyer has been able to draw 
on more than 70 radiocarbon date estimates, along with stratigraphy, architec-
tural analysis and diagnostic artefacts in order to construct this chronology for 
Harappa   ( 1997a : 266), few other Indus sites have been sampled so intensively. 
For example, Sonawane has presented radiocarbon date estimates from ten 
sites in Gujarat  , which are believed to fall into what is termed the ‘post-urban’ 
Indus, or the period falling between circa 1900 and 1400 BCE ( 2002 : 168). Yet 
of the ten sites covered, only one (Rojdi  ) had more than fi ve date estimates, 
while three sites had only a single date estimate (Sonawane    2002 ). Similarly, a 
synthesis of ‘pre-Indus’ cultures in Gujarat has presented material from eight 
sites, of which one has four date estimates, while fi ve sites have two or only a 
single date estimate (Ajithprasad  2002 : 133). Using a single date to evaluate the 
sequence of an entire site is always challenging but there are ways of mitigating 
the risk. For example, evaluations of the radiocarbon measurement ‘chrono-
logical hygiene’ have been developed in other parts of the world in order to 
separate more reliable dates (e.g. Pettitt et al.  2003 ), but such studies have not 
been adopted broadly within South Asia. Moreover, it is possible to apply 
OxCal to sequences of radiocarbon measurements from single sites to obtain 
a greater chronological resolution through the application of Bayesian statis-
tics, but few projects have chosen this route. While radiocarbon measurements 
and Optically Stimulated Luminescence dating remain so expensive, and thus 
out of the range of many projects within South Asia with notable excep-
tions (Haricharan   et al.  2013 ), more traditional techniques of typologies will 
continue to be used to develop relative dating frameworks. We will return to 
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specifi c chronologies for sites, regions and cultural developments in following 
chapters, but these examples serve to illustrate some of the diffi  culties archae-
ologists face when there is an absence or scarcity of scientifi c dates around 
which to construct a chronological framework. We will also consider the prob-
lems which can arise when archaeologists attempt to link material culture to 
known historical dates and sites identifi ed through historical geography.  

  TRADITIONS, ERAS AND PHASES 

 One of the tasks archaeologists frequently undertake is the subdivision and 
diff erentiation of the past, and within South Asia this is no diff erent. As noted 
previously, many of the pioneering archaeologists and antiquarians to work 
within South Asia brought with them existing systems from elsewhere, such 
as the Three Age System. Additionally, archaeologists have often adopted the 
application of a tripartite division to the civilisations of the world, and this 
includes the Indus. In the mid-twentieth century, Wheeler   divided the Indus 
Civilisation   into three main periods: the Early, the Mature, and the Late Indus. 
The highly infl uential British archaeologists Raymond and Bridget Allchin   
used similar subdivisions in their work ( 1982 ), and this largely cemented the 
chronological nomenclature in common use (Singh  2008 ). We believe that 
the continued use of these descriptive, limited chronological terms has con-
tributed to the restricted approaches to understanding the development and 
decline of the major urban-focused developments in South Asia, and we hope 
that by moving beyond these traditional chronologies we may begin to pro-
vide a framework to enable us to look at alternative ways of exploring and 
discussing key events and processes. 

 As noted earlier, many works on South Asian archaeology have either fol-
lowed a broad narrative concentrating on India   and Pakistan   to the large 
exclusion of neighbouring territories or have studied the developmental 
sequence of only the Indus or that of the Early Historic. Reinforcing a divi-
sion between the two which dates back to the early years of archaeology in 
South Asia, and despite evidence of continuity to the contrary (Sengupta and 
Chakraborty  2008 ; Agrawal  2007 ; Shaff er  1993 ; Coningham  1995a ; Kenoyer 
 1991b ), the techniques, theories and methodologies for studying the two tra-
ditions continue to remain separate – as do most the majority of their prac-
titioners. A good example of this dichotomy is illustrated by a comparison of 
Shaff er  ’s  1992  study of the Indus Valley, Baluchistan   and the Helmand chronol-
ogies with the chronologies of Possehl   and Rissman  ’s  1992  study for the Early 
Historic period   of the same region. Although both of these chronologies were 
presented within the same volume, the  ‘Chronologies in Old World Archaeology’  
(Ehrich  1992 ), and despite sharing the same geographical region, they fol-
lowed entirely separate frameworks and therefore there were no links between 
the two. Whilst signifi cantly diff erent from Possehl  ’s more traditional approach, 
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Shaff er   utilised his chapter to pioneer the establishment of an innovative devel-
opmental framework for the north-western areas of South Asia which drew on 
three general archaeological structures: Tradition, Era and Phase ( 1992 : 411). 

 Rather than restricting focus to the Indus cities or even the ‘Early Harappan 
period’, Shaff er   and Lichtenstein argued that it was possible to perceive a 
broader ‘Indus Valley Cultural Tradition’; identifi able as “persistent confi gura-
tions of economic adaptations, basic technologies and other cultural systems 
within the context of temporal and geographical continuity” ( 1989 : 119). This 
defi nition allowed these scholars to argue for the “integration of both stylisti-
cally similar and diverse patterned sets of archaeological assemblages into a 
single analytical unit which implies the existence of cultural and chronological 
relationships” (Shaff er and Lichtenstein  1989 ). This larger analytical unit was 
made up of Phases grouped within a number of Eras, in which the Phase 
represented “the smallest analytical unit; and its main feature is a diagnostic 
ceramic style located at one or more sites during a particular time” (Shaff er 
 1992 : 442). The Era was, in turn, defi ned as forming “a sequential series pro-
ceeding in the same order and connoting changes in general cultural organi-
sation within the areal traditions” (Shaff er  1992 : 442). He further identifi ed 
the presence of four major Eras within the Indus Valley Traditio  n: Early Food 
Producing, Regionalisation, Integration and Localisation. The fi rst of these was 
defi ned as an Era characterised by “an economy based on food production and 
an absence of ceramics” and the second as an Era of “distinct artefact styles, 
essentially ceramics, which cluster in time and space, and interaction networks 
which link dispersed social groups” (Shaff er  1992 : 442). The third, Integration, 
was defi ned as “pronounced homogeneity in material culture distributed over 
a large area refl ecting an intense level of interaction between social groups” and 
the fourth, Localisation, as being “comparable to regionalisation except that 
there is a more generalised similarity in artefact styles, including continued, 
but altered, presence of interaction networks” (Shaff er  1992 : 442). We recog-
nise that other scholars have used ‘Integration’ to denote “the political process 
in which diff erentiated social groups come to exist within an institutionalised 
framework” and that “States have the power to disembed resources from the 
diff erentiated groups for their own ends and glorifi cation, not least because 
symbols of incorporation are so critical in establishing the legitimacy of soci-
eties.” (Yoff ee  2005 : 32–3). However, it is important to note that at no stage 
did Shaff er   suggest that integration implied a complete social, economic and 
political consolidation within a single state, and we follow this understanding. 

 Associated with the concept of interaction systems with avenues of social 
communication within and between social groups across traditions and phases, 
the framework was developed to examine longer-term sociocultural develop-
ments, and Shaff er   suggested that the exploration of these structures “not only 
may adumbrate social interrelationships for which we have no specifi c infor-
mation as to their nature, but they are also highly important in establishing 
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relative chronologies when radiocarbon determinations are inadequate and in 
reinforcing those dates that do exist” ( 1992 : 442). A critical feature of Shaff er  ’s 
developmental framework was replacing the traditional Mesolithic  /Neolithic  , 
‘Chalcolithic  ’/Early Harappan, Mature Harappan and Late Harappan termi-
nology with Eras which were intended to refl ect the longer-term changes or 
processes which provided the platform for eventual complexity and urban-
isation  . Thus, in Shaff er  ’s scheme, there was a development from the Food 
Producing Era to the Regionalisation Era, then to the Integration Era and 
fi nally the Localisation Era   ( 1992 ). Notably, Shaff er  ’s categorisation also allowed 
scholars to frame sites such as Mehrgarh  , accepted by all as partly ancestral to 
the Indus cities within a distinctly pervasive Indus Tradition rather than lying 
outside a Pre-Urban or incipient urban phase. 

 Shaff er  ’s chronological framework has been successfully adapted and 
adopted by a number of scholars, such as Mark Kenoyer   in his 1997 chapter 
on  Early City-States in South Asia  and his 1998 book  Ancient Cities of the Indus 
Valley Civilisation,  and by one of the present authors in his 2005 chapter on the 
archaeology of South Asia in Thames, and Hudson’s  The Human Past . Other 
scholars, whilst not adopting it entirely, have developed parallel themes, and 
Rita Wright  ’s recent volume on the ancient Indus followed a similar frame-
work with an Early Food Producing Phase, followed by a Pre-Urban Phase, an 
Urban Phase and a Post-Urban/Late Harappan Period ( 2010 : 22). It is equally 
important to note that not all archaeologists have, by any means, adopted 
Shaff er  ’s framework. For example, the late Greg Possehl   grouped archaeological 
phases into a seven stage development sequence from: Beginnings of Village 
Farming Communities and Pastoral camps (Stage One), Developed Village 
Farming Communities and Pastoral Societies, the Early Harappan, the Early 
Harappan-Mature Harappan Transition into the Mature Harappan. From the 
Mature Harappan, the sequence travelled through the Posturban Harappan, and 
the Early Iron Age of Northern India and Pakistan (Stage Seven) ( 2002a : 29). 
Possehl  ’s mixture of older periodisation (Mature Harappan), artefact-based 
descriptive classifi cations (Early Iron Age) and socio-economic processes 
(Developed Village Farming Communities) is not unique and others, such as 
Singh   ( 2008 ), have presented similar categories which treat the Indus Valley 
and the Early Historic Traditions in very diff erent ways and thus reinforce 
established divisions which prevent easy comparative discussion. 

 We will adopt Shaff er  ’s framework in this volume in order to better under-
stand and explore the processess which led to the two main urban-focused 
developments in South Asia and, in the following chapters, we fi rst investigate 
the developmental sequence of the Indus Valley   Tradition. This approach will 
also allow us to escape that paradox highlighted by B.  D. Chattopadhyaya, 
whereby current divisions between the ‘Protohistoric’ cities of the Indus and 
‘Historic’ cities of the Early Historic appear to pivot on interpretations of the 
nature of the Indus script   and its use ( 2008 : 8). Following this new scheme, we 
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will characterise the Indus urban-focused tradition, from its food-producing 
origins to its post-urban fragmentation and transformation, and we also com-
pare these stages with the developmental trajectories in neighbouring regions. 
We then compare the Indus developmental character with the characteris-
tics of the succeeding Early Historic Tradition   utilising Shaff er  ’s approach. We 
also begin to replace the traditional terminologies of ‘Chalcolithic  ’, Iron Age, 
Proto-Historic, Early Historic and Mauryan with those of a ‘Localisation Era  ’ 
followed by an Era of ‘Regionalisation’   and an Era of ‘Integration’  . We argue 
that Kenoyer  ’s ( 1998 ) suggestion that the Era of Integration   was only reached 
with the Mauryan period (c. 317 BCE) was overcautious and that such a cul-
tural and economic stage became evident in the archaeological record as early 
as 600 BCE, although the actual stage of political integration is much later 
according to ‘historical’ sources. 

 This task is likely to be controversial and we acknowledge that not all schol-
ars will be receptive. Indeed, we note that some academics have advocated 
even the abandonment of more traditional terminology and advocated the 
phasing of the archaeology of the Sarasvati River   within a sequence which 
leads from Period I: Rigvedic through Period II: Brahmana Period and Period 
III:  Mahabharata    Period to Period IV: nineteenth century CE (Gupta  2010 : 17). 
There are also a number of issues still to be refi ned, and it remains questionable 
whether there is suffi  cient diff erence and distinction between Shaff er  ’s defi ni-
tions of Regionalisation and Localisation. Shaff er  ’s own defi nition (quoted 
earlier) observes the similarities of the two eras, with some diff erentiation in 
the form of contact between groups. In turn, we have retained this separation 
and nomenclature, although we recognise the overlap, and part of our aim in 
this volume is to further diff erentiate between the regionalisation (emerging 
complexity) eras and localisation (declining or contracting complexity) eras 
for both the Indus and Early Historic periods. Indeed, such a cyclical process 
had been successfully piloted by Louis Dupree  , who referred to phases of 
‘fusion’ and ‘fi ssion’ when discussing the history of Afghanistan   ( 1973 : 344). 
We can also question the relevance of the term Integration to refer to the 
period of Indus urban development as large swathes of northern and southern 
South Asia were unaff ected by what was, on a subcontinental scale, a regional 
feature. This issue is easier to address as the Era of Integration   is linked to the 
coverage of the Indus Valley Tradition   and areas interacting with it, rather than 
being applicable to the entirety of the Subcontinent. Chase   et  al. have also 
questioned the extent to which the ‘borderlands’ were ever fully integrated 
and have suggested that in such areas “residents of various backgrounds and 
interests negotiated novel social identities in the context of ever-changing 
social, economic and political networks.” ( 2014 : 64). The application of such 
a question to the Mauryan Empire   is similarly complex, particularly if one 
endorses the suggestion of Monica Smith   that cities were eff ectively linked, 
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but ideological linkage suff ered severe distance decay beyond the main net-
works between nodes ( 2003 ). Certainly, Sengupta and Chakraborty   have 
stressed that the majority of the populations of Early Historic South Asia were 
rural rather than city dwellers ( 2008 : xxiii). However, as Manuel has noted, it 
should be remembered that the temporal and spatial boundaries of Shaff er  ’s 
Phases should be considered fl exible and possibly overlapping as “they are 
purely modern archaeological constructs derived from artefactual typologies 
and (admittedly few) scientifi cally obtained dates” ( 2010 : 148). Manuel has also 
focused on the benefi cial fl exibility off ered by Shaff er  ’s concept, a fl exibility 
which allows a focus on social processes and dynamics as well as the ability 
to integrate new discoveries, such as the ease with which the Ravi Phase   was 
introduced (Manuel  2010 : 151). These are all issues which we will investigate 
further throughout the volume, and we stress that there was a diff erence in 
scale, as the Indus Tradition was focused on the north-west of the subcontinent 
and the Early Historic on its entirety – in the words of Jaya Menon   “Unlike 
the Harappan, the early historic does not off er us, either chronologically or 
geographically, a compact entity for analysis.” ( 2008 : 15). We feel strongly that 
we need to both utilise a single uniform yet fl exible terminology to eff ectively 
bridge between both eras of development but, at the same time, are keen to 
avoid the creation of another new periodisation scheme. 

 After considering the available data, we will also briefl y address the ongoing 
debate about whether there is an inherently ‘South Asian’ character to these 
urban-focused developments, or whether they owe their characteristics to 
developments on their fl anks. We will also reassess the nature of the inter-
vening timespan by tracing strands of cultural continuity between the two 
before considering why South Asia’s fi rst urban-focused development lost 
its integrated character. Once we have presented and analysed key material 
culture from a range of selected sites, we will carry out a critical comparison 
of the two traditions, which remains one of the fundamental themes of this 
volume. This focused approach will simplify the dated and overspecialized 
terminologies for the region while allowing us to link its sequence with 
those of neighbouring regions. Using Shaff er  ’s terminology will also allow 
us to demonstrate that not only are the sequences in the two urban-focused 
developments internally similar, but also that they are fundamentally dif-
ferent in character from those in neighbouring regions, such as West Asia. 
Moreover, we will argue that these sequences, and their material culture, do 
not respect many of the current generic archaeological models for explain-
ing cultural change or evaluating cultural complexity. For example, the not-
able lack of evidence of ranking within the Indus cities, where the absence 
of royal burials  , palaces and temples have suggested that models based on 
normative values of wealth and rank clearly fail (Miller    1985 ; Possehl  1998 ; 
Rissman  1988 ).  
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  DATING CONVENTIONS IN THE TEXT 

 What is the diff erence between the abbreviations BC and BCE or AD and 
CE when it comes to dating? BC and AD are the abbreviations most com-
monly used in archaeological, historical and general literature, and they are 
abbreviations for the terms ‘Before Christ’ and ‘Anno Domini’ respectively. 
‘Anno Domini’ is a Latin phrase meaning ‘in the year of our Lord’ and has 
come to refer to a numbering system for years following after the birth of 
Jesus Christ. ‘Before Christ’ derives from the Ancient Greek word ‘Christos’ or 
‘Anointed One’ and has come to refer to the years prior to the birth of Christ. 
Although a clear and widely accepted system for recording chronologies, the 
BC/AD system has some major drawbacks for many archaeologists  – as it 
is western-derived, European-centric and bound up with Christianity. When 
working in areas outside Europe, we are of course working largely outside the 
Christian framework, and because of this, attempts have been made to fi nd 
alternatives to the BC/AD notation. 

 The Islamic or Hijri calendar diff ers from the Western or Gregorian calendar 
in a number of ways. The Hijri calendar is a lunar calendar, meaning it is based 
on the moon, rather than on the solar Gregorian calendar. Because of this, the 
Hijri year is about ten or days days shorter than the solar year, which is why 
Islamic festivals are assigned diff erent dates in each year. The Hijri calendar is 
also linked to the Prophet Muhammad, who established Islam  . It begins with 
the Prophet’s journey from Mecca to Medina and is abbreviated to H or AH, 
the latter meaning ‘Anno Hegirae’, which is Latin for ‘In the year of the Hijri’. 
The Prophet’s journey is generally agreed to have taken place in the western 
calendar year of 570 AD, although there is some debate about this. However, 
there are many other groups in South Asia who are not Muslim and there-
fore do not follow the Hijri calendar. In an attempt to fi nd a more universally 
acceptable and religiously neutral alternative, the abbreviations BCE and CE 
have been suggested. BCE stands for ‘Before Common Era’ and replaces BC, 
with the years being equivalent. CE stands for ‘Common Era’ and replaces 
AD, and again the years are equivalent. Although we recognise that there are 
still links to the Christian calendar, we will be using BCE and CE as dat-
ing conventions in this volume as they are relatively neutral, while still being 
widely understood and accepted. Where we draw directly from published sci-
entifi c work, for example, palaeoecology studies relevant to the environmental 
background of our study region, we use the abbreviation BP as given in the 
original text in order to minimise the possibility of cumulative error through 
translation. BP refers to years before the standard benchmark date of 1950.  

  CONCLUSIONS 

 This volume is subdivided into four main parts, the fi rst of which lays the 
foundations for the analytical and interpretative study of the other three. In 
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this introductory chapter, we have outlined our main themes and approaches 
and, in the remaining chapters of  Part I , we will introduce the geographical 
and environmental context of South Asia as well as a review of the histor-
ical development of South Asian archaeology as a discipline.  Part II  is con-
cerned with the Indus Valley   Tradition in the north-west of the subcontinent 
between circa 6500 and 1900 BCE and will present the four eras of the Indus 
urban-focused tradition, from food producers and regional proto-urban com-
munities, through the emergence of an integrated urban and rural system, 
before considering the evidence for the apparent end of this tradition. Each of 
the three chapters in  Part II  will also draw on selected evidence from neigh-
bouring communities in order to investigate the comparative development of 
this region and to test the extent to which diff usion   or autochthonous devel-
opment occurred. 

 The third part of this volume will consider the Early Historic Tradition   
between circa 1900 and 200 BCE and begins with a re-examination of the 
period which separates the two urban-focused traditions and will stress the 
elements of continuity and transformation through the sequence. We then 
outline the developmental stages by which urban forms re-emerged during 
the Early Historic throughout the subcontinent and compare them with Indus 
Valley   Tradition and those of the contemporary developments to the west. In 
the fourth and fi nal part, we will return to some of the fundamental issues 
raised by the volume such as the similarities and diff erences between the two 
major urban-focused developments, the role of indigenous development   and 
the diff usion   of ideas and innovations in South Asia, and the nature of com-
plexity. We will also consider Tainter’s  1988  model of marginal returns, and 
other archaeological models and interpretations dealing with the collapse   and 
transformation of civilisations, in order to consider why the fi rst urban-focused 
tradition ended with such a loss of communal traits, whilst still passing on a 
number of fundamental continuities. We will also identify certain key areas and 
phases in South Asia which we believe should be investigated in more detail 
if we are to better understand the social and economic dynamics involved in 
these transformations.       
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